Name__________________________________________________ “Spring and Smarts” Break Packet!
Due Tuesday, April 7th, 2020
Henderson Collegiate Pride of 2028

Happy Spring Break 2028!
Congratulations! You have earned another exciting opportunity to build
strong writing skills with your “Springs and Smarts” Break Packet! I
hope you stay healthy and enjoy time with family, and that you also use
this packet to keep your brains sharp! This packet is due in class on
Tuesday, April 7th. Make sure it is completed meticulously!
FINAL GRADE: _____________%
(average of work habits and accuracy grade)
Conversion Scores: (The performance level circled indicates what was earned on this assignment.)
Objectives:
1. Students will be able to define key
vocabulary used to academically
discuss writing.
2. Students will be able to use correct
conventions (grammar)

Performance Level Ratings:
4 - Student consistently exceeds the expected understanding of the content area/ skill.
3 - Student consistently demonstrates the expected understanding of the content area/ skill. Student
functions with minimal teacher assistance and support.
2 - Student demonstrates partial understanding of the content area/skill. Student requires frequent
teacher assistance and support.
1 - Student demonstrates limited understanding of the content area/skill. Student requires intensive
teacher assistance, direction and support.

Work Habits (grammar/vocab):

++ (100) Meticulous work that goes above and beyond what is asked

+ (95) Meticulous work showing all of my work.
 (85) Meticulous work showing most of my work.
- (75) Not Meticulous and only shows some work.
- - (65) Sloppy work that shows little to no work.

Parent Signature:
____________________________________________________
***Please sign after the assignment has been graded***

Directions: Match the correct definition to the academic word used in writing.
1. adjective _____

a. holds a sentence together
b. a person place or thing

2. action verb_____
3. common noun_____

c. what the subject is doing
d. an action word

4. proper noun_____

e. after you’ve created a rough draft, you need to...

5. linking verb _____

f. describes a noun

6. adverb _____

g. sentence that combines two independent clauses
with a comma and conjunction

7. pronoun _____
8. subject _____

h. verb tense that is happening right now
i. a specific person, place, or thing

9. predicate _____

j. connects a noun to a longer description

10. simple sentence _____

k. marks that go around the exact words from a
text

11. revise _____
l. the first step of the writing process
12. compound sentence _____
13. relative pronoun _____

m. replaces a noun
n. the prefix the means before

14. understand the prompt _____

o. sentence with one subject and one predicate

15. pre _____

p. who or what the sentence is about

16. complex sentence_____

q. sentence that has one independent clause and
one dependent clause

17. quotation marks _____

s. a word that describes a verb

18. present tense_____

Continue on back

Directions: Answer the multiple choice questions by meticulously using your strategies.
1.

Read the sentence: _______________ going on spring break for a week.
Which word (homophone) correctly fills the blank?
A) We’re
B) Were
C) Where
D) Know

Multiple Choice Strategies
☐ Circle key words
☐ Slash the trash
☐ Prove answers wrong

2. Read the sentence: Gabriel put his Easter basket over __________________.
Which word (homophone) correctly fills the blank?
A) their
B) they’re
C) there
D) you’re

Multiple Choice Strategies
☐ Circle key words
☐ Slash the trash
☐ Prove answers wrong

3. Read the sentence: I ___________ you will have a great break!
Which word (homophone) correctly fills the blank?
A) where
B) were
C) know
D) no

Multiple Choice Strategies
☐ Circle key words
☐ Slash the trash
☐ Prove answers wrong

4. Read the sentence: __________ Easter dress is beautiful, and _____________ so kind
to share your Easter chocolate with me!
Which word (homophones) correctly fill the blank?
A) you’re and your
B) you’re and you’re
C) your and your
D) your and you’re

Multiple Choice Strategies
☐ Circle key words
☐ Slash the trash
☐ Prove answers wrong

Directions: Fill in the blank with the correct PRESENT tense form of the verb
in parentheses.
5. My mom __________________ (cook) French toast for brunch on Easter.
6. All of my brothers ____________________(love) the bacon and sausage the
best.
7. The entire family ____________________ (enjoy) being together on the holidays!
8. My sister and I _________________ (go) out shopping and to lunch together
every time I’m in Ohio.
Continue on back

Above and Beyond:
These questions are above and beyond questions to sharpen
your skills when we return on April 7th. If we were to be out
longer than through April 7th for any reason, these are no
longer Above and Beyond and should be completed by all
students.
“Spring and Smarts” Journal Time!
Directions: Choose one of the prompts to write about in the space below.
You should write at least 5 sentences using perfect punctuation,
capitalization, and complete sentences.
1. Prompt: Write about your Spring Break this year!
2. Prompt: Write a story about the craziest Spring Break ever!
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